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ABSTRACT 
In this thesis, a five meter high flow rig has been constructed in the form of a U-tube. Several 
experiments were conducted in order to investigate rheological parameters in an oscillating flow with 
the intention of gaining knowledge of how these parameters are transferred from a small scale lab test 
into a large scale drilling scenario. Analysis techniques included pressure recordings, high speed video 
and PIV. Parameters for both Newtonian and non-Newtonian liquids were investigated. 
These experiments are relevant for large scale flows in pipes in process industries as well as for drilling 
scenarios both onshore and offshore. 
A numerical simulator was made by the use of Matlab in order to mathematically simulate the flow 
behavior in the system. This was done to bridge the gap between theory and the performed 
experiments. In the end, the complexity of the system with all its uncertain- and unknown parameters 
proved to be too much for the simulator and it was unable to yield accurate predictions of the flow 
behavior. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Drilling always involves the use of mud, whether it is onshore or offshore. The mud is injected at the 
drilling bit through the string and serves several purposes, such as pressure control, lubrication, 
downhole cleaning, and to prevent overheating. The topic is described in detail by Saasen et al1.  
A risk drillers face is the occurrence of highly pressurized gas zones while drilling. Under poor pressure 
control, gas may invade the well and mix with the present mud. If gas accumulates in the annulus it may 
cause a hydrostatic pressure difference between the drilling-string and the surrounding annulus. In 
scenarios like this, severe oscillation as seen in U-tubes may occur. 
The gas will continue to travel up the well, expanding as the pressure decreases. This is a recipe to what 
is known as a gas-kick. When gas escapes from the well onto the rig, disasters such as the Macondo 
incident in 2010 on the Deepwater Horizon become a reality. 
In order to get a better understanding of this gas kick phenomenon, this thesis is dedicated to study 
oscillatory movement of fluids in a U-tube. A rig was constructed with two vertical pipes simulating the 
drill-string and annulus. Injecting a pocket of gas in one of the vertical pipes will simulate a gas-kick. The 
pressurized gas bubble is kept stationary under a valve.  When the pressure is equalized, the gas volume 
will adjusts itself under the hydrostatic weight from the adjacent column. The gas and liquid will oscillate 
by compression and decompression of the gas bubble. The system will come to a rest when the pressure 
is equalized and all the energy is dissipated from the system. 
Another experiment was conducted without a gas-kick scenario. In this experiment, a height difference 
was made between the two risers, and then the fluid was set in motion and allowed to oscillate freely. 
Pure U-tube oscillations like this may occur during well start-up, casing-installation, string extraction or 
during gas-lift operations. The aim of studying and observing these fluid motions is to get a better 
understanding of fluid friction in complex geometries. 
A numerical model was made in order to simulate the gas bubble response during the oscillation under 
the influence of the hydrostatic liquid column. Another one was made to simulate the oscillating fluid 
motion in the pure U-tube. The results gained from the simulator are compared with the observations 
seen in the experimental work. 
Another aspect of this thesis is to study to what extent rheological data found in a lab can be used to 
give realistic predictions of flow in large scale complex systems. 
The goal of this thesis is to provide information on the challenges that occur when such flows are to be 
modeled. 
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2.THEORY 
 
2.1 Velocity Profile in Oscillating Pipe Flow. Simplified Navier-Stokes Equations 
The Navier-Stokes assumption for the friction forces is purely empirical. One cannot be sure that the 
Navier-Stokes equations correctly describes the motion of a fluid. Therefore they must be checked, 
something that can only be done experimentally. It must, however, be taken into account that the great 
mathematical difficulty of these equations means that only very few solutions are known where the 
convective terms interact quite generally with the friction terms. The task of finding exact solutions of 
the general Navier-Stokes equations is generally extremely difficult. In spite of this, there are some 
special cases where exact solutions can be given, and this is the most often true when the nonlinear 
internal terms vanish in a natural way. Schlicting2 
An exact solution of the Navier-Stokes equations may be found in long circular pipes. Let x be the 
coordinate along the axis of the pipe and r the radial distance from the centre. Since we assume that the 
pipe is long, the solution will be independent of x. Using the Navier-Stokes equations and neglecting no 
other terms: 
 
 
𝜹𝒖
𝜹𝒕
= −
𝟏
𝝆
𝜹𝒑
𝜹𝒙
+ 𝒗(
𝜹𝟐𝒖
𝜹𝒓𝟐
+
𝟏
𝒓
 
𝜹𝒖
𝜹𝒓
)     (1) 
With the boundary conditions u(r=R,t) = 0 (no-slip conditions). For the harmonically oscillating pressure 
gradient 
−
𝟏
𝝆
𝜹𝒑
𝜹𝒙
= 𝑲 𝑺𝒊𝒏 𝒏𝒕        (2) 
One obtains the solution            
𝒖(𝒓, 𝒕) = −
𝑲
𝒏
𝒆𝒊𝒏𝒕 [𝟏 −
𝑱𝟎(𝒓√
𝒊𝒏
𝒗
 )
𝑱𝟎(𝑹√
𝒊𝒏
𝒗
 )
]     (3) 
Here J0 is the zeroth order Bessel function. For very low frequencies we thus find the quasi-steady 
solution                       
 𝒖(𝒓, 𝒕) = −
𝑲
𝟒𝒗
(𝑹𝟐 − 𝒓𝟐)𝑺𝒊𝒏 𝒏𝒕                            (n -> 0)  (4) 
At very high frequencies we have         
𝑢(𝑟, 𝑡) =
𝑲
𝒏
[𝒄𝒐𝒔 𝒏𝒕 − √
𝑹
𝒕
  𝒆−𝒉𝒔  𝒄𝒐𝒔(𝒏𝒕 − 𝒉𝒔)]        (n -> ∞)  (5) 
Where                
𝒉𝒔 =  √
𝒏
𝟐𝒗
 (𝑹 − 𝒓)       (6) 
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This is again a solution with a two-layer structure: the inviscid core flow and the Stokes layer close to the 
wall. Fig.1 shows the velocity-profile of the oscillating pipe flow for an intermediate frequency    
(√
𝑛
𝑣𝑅
= 5 ) at different times during one period of oscillation. Comparing the pressure gradient depicted 
below this, we can clearly see the phase lag of the flow in the centre of the pipe behind that in the layer 
close to the wall. 
Pipe start-up flow is closely related to oscillating pipe flow. Here the fluid in the infinitely long pipe is 
initially at rest, at time t = 0, a time-independent pressure drop is suddenly switched on. Because of the 
friction and inertial forces, a pipe start-up flow forms which asymptotically passes over to the Hagen-
Poiseuille parabolic velocity distribution. The characteristic here is that the velocity in the centre of the 
pipe initially remains locally almost constant, and the viscosity only has any effect in a thin layer close to 
the pipe. Only later does the action of the viscosity reach the center of the pipe. This is described in 
more detail in Schlicting2 and Libii3, citing Uchida4. 
 
 
 
Figure 1: Velocity Profile in an Oscillating Flow as described by Uchida4.Schlicting2 page-141. 
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2.2 Polimers showing shear-thinning behavior. The entanglement model 
Polimers such as CMC (Carboxy-Methyl-Celluloce) and PAC (PoliAnionic Celluloce)will form long chemical 
chains. These macromolecules may be used to describe why a fluid is considered shear-thinning. Using a 
illustrative dimensional comparison, these chains corresponds to a piece of spaghetti, which is 1mm 
thick, beeing 2m long. So, in shear thinning fluids, there are hundreds of thousands, even millions of 
these chains. These molecules will entangle loosely with others, creating a web of connected molecules. 
At rest, each single macromolecule can be found in the state of the lowest level of energy consumption: 
Without external load it shows the shape of a three-dimensional coil. 
Each coil shows an approximately spherical shape and each one is entangled many times with 
neighbouring macromolecules. Mezger5 
 
 Figure 2: Three macromolecules at rest, showing coiled and entangled chains. Mezger5page-35. 
During the shear process , the molecules are more or less oriented in the shear direction(influenced also 
by the shear gradient). In doing this, the molecules disentangle ro a certain extent, which lowers their 
flow ressistance. For very low concentrated polymer solutions, the chains may even become completely 
disentangled. 
 
Figure 3: The same macromolecules under high shear load, showing oriented and disentangled chains. Mezger5page-36. 
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Fig.4 presents the viscosity function of a polymer showing three ranges on a double lograithmic scale. 
These three distinct ranges of the viscosity curve only occur for unlinked polymers with entangled 
macromolecules. However, this does not apply for polymer solutions showing a concentration which is 
too low to form entanglements, and also not for gels and pastelike dispersions showing a network of 
chemical bonds or physical interactive forces between the molecules or particles. The three ranges in 
detail: 
(1) The first Newtonian range with the plateau value of the zero-shear viscosity h0. 
(2) The shear-thinning range with the shear rate-dependent viscosity function h=f(g°) 
(3) The second Newtonian range with the plateau value of the infinite-shear viscosity h∞. 
 
Figure 4: Viscosity functiosn of a polymer depicting the three different ranges. Mezger5page-36. 
 
This topic is described in detail in Mezger5. 
Keep in mind that different authors often use different nomenclature when describing viscosity and 
shear forces. 
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2.3 Rheology Oscillatory Test 
Oscillatory tests are used to examine all kinds of viscoelastic materials, from low-viscous liquids to 
polymer solutions and melts, pastes, gels, elastomers, and even rigid solids. This mode of testing is also 
referred to as “dynamic mechanical analysis” (DMA). 
 
Figure 5: Oscillatory shear test using two plates. Mezger5page-114. 
Fig.5 illustrates how the oscillatory motion of the upper plate might be produced mechanically by a drive 
wheel. A rod is connected eccentrically with the wheel at the one end, and with the upper plate at the 
other end. The bottom plate is stationary. When the wheel is turning, the upper plate with the shear-
area (A) is moved back and forth by the shear-force (±F). The distance (h) between the plates is the 
shear-gap dimension. The motion of the upper plate causes shearing of the sample which is placed 
between the two plates showing the deflection path (±s) and the deflection angle (±φ). It is assumed 
that the following shear conditions are kept: 
1) The sample adheres to both plates and does not slide or slip along them. 
2) The sample is deformed homogeneously throughout the entire shear-gap.  
Then, the shear stress:  ±τ [Pa] = ±F/A, And the shear strain (deformation): ±ɣ = ±s /h = ±tan φ.  
Mezger5. 
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2.4 Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)  
A Fourier transform is a numerical algorithm which converts time to frequency and vice versa. An 
example of this conversion is given in Fig.6. A FFT is a computer algorithm which does so rapidly. They 
are widely used for many applications such as engineering, science and mathematics.  
The algorithm is used to compute the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) and its inverse. The DFT is 
obtained by decomposing a sequence of values into components of different frequencies. Computing 
these DFT directly from the definition is often time consuming. The difference in using FFT can be 
enormous, especially for long data sets where N may be in the thousands or millions. The most common 
FFT algorithms depend upon the factorization of N. FFT6. 
 
Figure 6: An example of how a Fourier algorithm converts time into frequency, 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Time_domain_to_frequency_domain.jpg Uploaded by user Pbchem 3 July 2011. 
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2.5 Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) 
PIV is a non-intrusive laser optical measurement technique for research and diagnostics into flow, 
turbulence, microfluids, spray atomization and combustion processes. Standard PIV measures two 
velocity components in a plane using a single camera. It is also possible to add an additional camera and 
obtain a Stereo PIV which measures three velocity components. The principle behind PIV is to derive 
velocity vectors from sub-sections of the target area of the particle-seeded flow by measuring the 
movements of particles between two light pulses: 
?̅? =  
∆?̅?
∆𝑡
       (7) 
The flow is illuminated in the target area with a light sheet provided by a laser. The camera is able to 
capture each light pulse in a separate image frames. Each image is cross-correlated with each other, 
pixel by pixel. The correlation produces a signal peak, identifying the common particle displacement. An 
accurate measure of this displacement – and thus also the velocity – is achieved with sub-pixel 
interpolation. A velocity vector map over the whole target area is obtained by repeating the cross-
correlation for each interrogation area over the two image frame captured by the camera. 
Below, in Fig.7, an example of a velocity vector map is given. Notice how the PIV clearly shows the 
vortices in the flow. Dantec7 
 
 
Figure 7: A velocity vector map obtained through a PIV analysis 
http://www.physics.arizona.edu/~cisneros/publications.html. Cisneros8 
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3. EQUIPMENT  
3.1 Differential Pressure Sensor 
In order to detect and transmit any pressure-alteration in the facility, the transmitter of the type 
“Rosemound 3051” was used and is depicted below. 
 
Figure 8: A basic schematic of a differential capacitance pressure sensor; 
http://instrumenttoolbox.blogspot.no/2011/02/electrical-pressure-sensors-used-in_13.html “ 
The Rosemound 3051 Pressure Transmitter; “http://www2.emersonprocess.com/en-us/brands/rosemount/pressure/pressure-
transmitters/3051-pressure-transmitters/pages/index.aspx10 
The Rosemound pressure-sensing device uses capacitance to detect any pressure-alteration between 
two systems, or one system and the atmosphere. It is a differential capacitance pressure sensor. 
The principal functionality of this device is that any difference in pressure across the cell will cause the 
diaphragm to flex in the direction of least pressure. This results in a change of capacitance across the 
cell. A high frequency capacitance detector circuit connected to this cell uses a high-frequency AC 
excitation signal to measure the difference in capacitance between the two halves, translating that into 
a 4-20mA DC signal which then becomes the signal output by the instrument representing pressure. 
Differential capacitance sensors are highly accurate, stable and rugged. They have a wide operating 
range. Their solid frame bounds the motion of the two isolating diaphragms such that the sensing 
diaphragm cannot move past its elastic limit. This gives the differential capacitance sensor excellent 
resistance to overpressure damage. “Differential Capacitance Pressure Sensors” 9 
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3.2 High Speed Camera 
A camera of the sort “SpeedCam MiniVis-e2” was used in the experiments to monitor the movement of 
the liquid interface. The recordings were also used in collaboration with a PIV program to calculate the 
velocity profile. The camera has a limit of 2500 fps (frames per second) and a 512x512 pixel resolution. It 
may record up to 120.000 fps albeit at lower resolutions. 
Images are transferred to a computer using a dedicated interfacing program (“MotionBlitz” by 
Mikrotron). For the PIV recordings a continuous wave (CW) diode laser (type “Suwtech”) was used. It 
gives a beam with adjustable energy up to 200mW, and fixed wavelength of 532nm. By the use of a 
cylindrical lens in sequence with a collimator lens, the laser beam was expanded into a 1mm thick and 
5cm wide, nearly parallel “light sheet”.  
Figure 9: Pictures of the diode Laser and the High Speed Camera. Photographed by Kim Flatråker. 
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3.3 Rheometer 
A rheometer is a laboratory device used to measure the way in which a liquid flows in response to 
applied forces. It is used for those fluids which cannot be defined by a single value of viscosity and 
therefore require more parameters to be set and measured than is the case for a viscometer. It 
measures the rheology of the fluid. The word “Rheology” originates from Greece and its literal 
translation is “Flow Science”. Mezger5. 
For this purpose, the apparatus “Anton Paar MCR 302” has been used. It is a sophisticated rotational 
shear rheometer, with air-bearing-supported synchronous EC motor, a dynamic TruRateTM sample-
adaptive motor controller and a normal force sensor integrated in the air bearing, TruStrainTM real-time 
position control. For more information on the rheometer, visit Anton-paar.com. Anton Paar11. 
 
Figure10: the Anton Paar MCR-302 Viscosity Meter .Anton Paar11 page-12. 
A Carreau-Yasuda model is often used to describe CMC. The model describes a fluid where 
viscosity,(µeff), depends upon the shear rate,(g), by the following equation:  
µeff (g) = µinf + (µ0 - µinf ) (1+ (λg)^a)^((n-1)/a)    (8) 
µ0 = Viscosity at zero shear rate (Pa*s) 
µinf  = Viscosity at infinite shear rate (Pa*s) 
λ = Relaxation time (s) 
n = Power index 
a = Dimensionless parameter 
16 
 
At low shear rate (g <<1/ λ) a fluid behaves as a Newtonian fluid and at high shear rate (g >>1/ λ) it has 
a power-law characteristic. The power-law index for shear-thinning fluids is always below one (n<1) as 
described in more detail in Kennedy12. 
3.4 Density meter 
In order to determine the liquid density, an Anton-Paar DMA 4500 was used. The DMA 4500 is the first 
oscillatory U-tube density meter and measures with highest accuracy in wide viscosity and temperature 
ranges. It was quite fitting to be using an oscillatory U-tube density meter in this thesis. By measuring 
the damping of the U-tubes’s oscillation caused by the viscosity of the filled-in sample, the DMA 4500 
automatically corrects viscosity related errors. Two integrated Pt 100 platinum thermometers provide 
highest accuracy of temperature control. The accuracy of the density meter is 5*10-5g/cm3. Anton Paar 
DMA-450013.  
 
Figure 11: The Anton Paar DMA-4500 Density Meter. Anton Paar DMA-450013 page-33  
17 
 
4. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION  
 
4.1 Density Measurements 
When using the Anton Paar DMA 4500, there were some factors to keep in mind. Correct temperature 
adjustment was important. 20°C was used for all three liquids. To make sure that no residue is left 
behind from any previous measurements, the apparatus was thoroughly cleaned and dried. 
In order to measure the density, the sample was injected into the measuring cell by the use of a syringe. 
The U-tube was visible through a display window and it was then easy to ensure that no gas bubbles 
were present in the sample. When the sample was in place, the “Go” button was pushed and after 
roughly 30 seconds, the density of the sample was visible on the display. Afterwards, the measuring cell 
was cleaned and dried. The density meter was easy and straightforward to operate. The results are 
shown in the table below. 
Liquid (20°C) Density (g/cm3)  Specific Density (4°C reference) 
Tap Water  0,9982 0,9982 
1g/l  CMC 0,9986 1,0004 
10g/l CMC 1,0036 1,0054 
Table 1: Showing the density of the three fluids. 
 
The density is not critically affected by the addition of the CMC polymer, nor is it intended to. An 
Increase of 5% in the case of 10grams per liter. In an actual drilling fluid, bentonite and baryte clays are 
added to gain a higher liquid density. These weight particles are omitted in this work since they obscure 
vision through the liquid. It is important that the liquid is transparent for PIV measurements and video 
imagery of the interface between gas and liquid.   
The CMC (of the type C5678 from Sigma Aldrich) has a molar mass of 90 g/mol. 
 
 
Figure 12: Picture of the Density meter as it is measuring the 1g/l CMC. Photographed by Kim Flatråker.   
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4.2 Rheological Experiments 
The rheological experiments were performed with the MCR-302. This apparatus had a lot of different 
configurations and properties. All of the experiments were run at 20°C to keep them consistent. The 
MCR-302 is a very sophisticated piece of machinery, and had to be handled with utmost care. For the 
experiments conducted, the plate-cone (CP50-1) modification was used, which has a separation distance 
of 0.096mm. The learning-curve for the rheometer was very steep, and a lot of time was spent on 
gaining knowledge on how to operate it before any results were made. Countless tests were done 
before any satisfactory results were had, and each test was also quite time-consuming.  
Both a rotational shear tests and oscillatory tests have been performed. For the shear tests, the results 
seem to follow the Carreau-Yasuda Model, in respect that at high and low shear-rate, the viscosity is 
constant. Although, focus was not directed towards the lower shear-rates, therefore a perfect match to 
the Carreau-Yasuda Model was not feasible. It is also worth mentioning that at extremely high shear-
rates, the fluids will actually gain a shear-thickening effect. This was tested and is shown Fig.17. It was 
only tested in the 1g/l CMC concentration, because at such high RPM, liquid was literally spun off the 
plate. For further studies on higher shear rates, another modification of the rheometer is 
recommended. 
 
Figure 13: Picture of the Anton-Paar MCR-302 Rheometer    Figure 14: A close-up picture of the Plate-and-Cone (CP-50-1)          
configuration at measuring position. 
Photographed by Kim Flatråker.  
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4.2.1 Rotational shear test 
The tests were performed by applying the sample liquid to the measuring plate by a syringe. For the 
cone -plate configuration it is very important that the liquid sample is just outside the rim of the 
measuring system, as shown in Fig.15. Ideally, all the excess sample should be removed at a position just 
above the measuring position. Both too much and too little sample will lead to large errors in the 
measuring data. The sampling process is the most important parameter when it comes to repeatability 
and accuracy of the experiments. This was not an easy task and a lot of test data, unfortunately, had to 
be discarded. 
 
Figure 15: The Plate-Cone (CP50-1) configuration in its measuring position with ideal amount of sample present .Anton Paar11 
page-32. 
When a satisfactory sample was placed and the system was in the measuring position the test could 
start. The whole process was controlled from a connected computer. The tests were run with a Shear 
ramping option. The amount of measuring points was set to roughly 30 (some tests with more, some 
with less). The rheometer then spent 10 seconds per measuring point and reported back the mean value 
of those 10 seconds for each test. Most of the tests were run from a shear rate of 0.01/s up to 1000/s 
and then back from 1000/s down to 0.01/s again. 
In Fig.16, the results from the shear tests are shown. Water is added to the plot as a reference and to 
give an intuitive comparison to the CMC. The 1g/l test starts with a shear rate of 0.01/s and a viscosity of 
0.175Pa*s. From Mezger5, a Newtonian “zero-shear” plateau was expected in these initial lower shear 
rates, where the viscosity would be unaffected by the shear rate. This was, for some unknown reason, 
not shown in this test. In Fig.17 on the other hand, a hint of a plateau is shown for the lower shear rates. 
Maybe if the test started at 0.001/s, a better Newtonian plateau would be visible. 
As the test continues, the viscosity keeps a steady decline and is called the “shear thinning” range. The 
viscosity is intimately connected to the shear rate. When the shear rate reaches approximately 80/s, the 
1g/l CMC reaches its “infinite-shear” plateau with a constant viscosity of 0.00142Pa*s. This viscosity 
value is quite close to that of water. This range is what Mezger5 calls the second Newtonian range, 
where viscosity no longer is affected by the increasing shear rate. Out of curiosity, this statement was 
put to the test (as shown in Fig.17). In this test the shear rate was ramped up to 10,000/s, and after 
approximately 1500/s the shear thinning liquid exhibits shear thickening properties. Although very 
unexpected, this phenomenon was not investigated in any further detail. 
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In the case of the 10g/l CMC, the test starts with a shear rate of 0.1/s and a viscosity of 0.671Pa*s. This 
CMC concentration is 670 times more resistant to fluid motion compared to water, which is quite 
significant. No initial Newtonian plateau was shown for this test. The shear thinning range lasts until the 
shear range reaches its “infinite-shear” at roughly 100/s. From here, the viscosity is kept at a constant 
0.0074Pa*s. 
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Figure 16: Rheology of the different liquids vs. the Shear Rate. Water inserted as a reference (1cP at 20°C). 
 
Figure 17: At extreme shear rates, the shear-thinning liquid exhibits shear-thickening properties. 
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One of the tests was showing strange behavior at the lower shear rates, and is given in Fig.18. Here it 
seems as if though the viscosity is dropping at the lower shear rates, but this is actually not the case. 
This is an example of what Mezger5 calls a “transient viscosity peak”. These become present when the 
measuring point duration of the test is too low. For the test in Fig.18 a constant measuring duration per 
point was 10s, which evidently is too short. Mezger5 recommends the use of a variable time range, 
starting with 120s per measuring point for the lower shear rates and decreasing this to 5s per point 
towards the higher shear rates. 
Further investigation reveals that the transient viscosity peak actually is proof that the CMC exhibits 
viscoelastic behavior. This may also indicate that the CMC is forming a weak gel-like structure when no 
stress is applied to it. A gelling liquid is defined a colloid mixture that forms cohesive internal structures. 
In CMC, it is the long micro-molecular chains that adhere or interlock to resist strain.
 
Figure 18: Shows the Transient viscosity peak, proving that the fluid yields gel-like viscoelastic structures. 
 
The rheometer was always on a tight schedule, and booking time for testing was always an issue. Only 
after the tests were analyzed did it become apparent that more tests were needed. The rheometer was 
unfortunately not available for further testing. 
For further information, the data tables for the tests are given in Appendix 9.  
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4.2.2 Oscillatory test 
The tests were performed in the same manner as for the rotational shear tests, with the use of the (CP-
50-1) plate-cone configuration. The tests were run from the computer with an amplitude sweep option. 
The strain (deformation) was ramped from 0.1 to 500% and the angular velocity was kept at a constant 
3rad/s. In the case of the oscillation tests, as with the shear tests, a lot of trial and error went into the 
experiments before any satisfactory results were made. Different values of the angular velocity were 
also investigated, but they all showed the similar trend.  
When performing oscillatory tests, a rheometer only measures two raw data. Torque and deflection 
angle in the case where the strain is preset. From these two independent variables, the viscous portion 
(G``) and the elastic portion (G`) of the viscoelastic behavior are determined. 
 
The storage modulus, G`-value, is a measure of the deformation energy stored by the sample during the 
shear process. After the load is removed, this energy is completely available, now acting as the driving 
force for the reformation process which will compensate partially or completely the previously obtained 
deformation of the structure. Thus, the G` represents the elastic behavior of a fluid. Mezger5 
The loss modulus, G``-value, is a measure of the deformation energy used by the sample during the 
shear process and is therefore lost for the sample. This energy is spent during the process of changing 
the material’s structure, i.e. when the sample is flowing partially or altogether. Internal friction forces 
consume this energy and it is dissipated from the system. This process is also called “viscous heating”. 
Thus, G`` represents the viscous behavior of a fluid. Mezger5 
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Figure 19: Showing the oscillatory test for the 1g/l CMC. Storage and Loss modulus are plotted vs. Strain. 
 
The 1g/l CMC in Fig.19 exhibits a character where the elastic and viscous portions are equal until the 
storage (elastic) portion suddenly drops at roughly 50% strain. This means that the CMC is in a 
borderline between a liquid and gel-like in structure at lower strain. At higher strain, the energy is 
dissipated to the system and the fluid behaves more like a fluid without any gelling properties. 
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Figure 20: Showing the oscillatory test for the 10g/l CMC. Storage and Loss modulus are plotted vs. Strain. 
The 10g/l CMC in Fig.20 exhibits a character where the viscous portion is greater than the elastic portion 
(G`` > G`). In this case, the viscous behavior dominates the elastic one. This is common in fluids that have 
a low- or no gel structure at low shear rates, which coincides with the results found in the rotational 
shear tests. Most of the energy is lost as viscous friction. 
It is, however, worth mentioning that at the start of the oscillatory test, at low strain, that the elastic 
properties are greater than the viscous one. It would be interesting if a test was performed at even 
lower strain than 0.1%. 
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4.3 The Flow Rig Experiments 
The most time consuming process of this work was the construction of the flow rig. Weeks and months 
of hard labor went into it. The most challenging part was the silicone insulator which was used to keep 
the acrylic pipes together and to prevent any leakage. This task proved more difficult than anticipated. 
In one incidence, a pipe joint burst open and 35 liters of water (luckily) flooded the lab. Small leaks were 
found frequently and they were very aggravating. If a pipe-connection was leaking, the whole pipe-
segment had to be disassembled. This had a high risk of cracking and destroying the pipe (which 
unfortunately occurred quite often). Then silicone had to be sanded of, and a new layer of silicone 
applied before the parts were reassembled. The silicone used approximately two days in order to dry 
properly. Some of the parts even had to be custom made by the use of a lathe, which took quite some 
time as well. The flow rig was a modification of an existing facility made by Bachelor student Tomas Paz 
(2011).  
This system is not a perfect U-tube by any stretch of the imagination, and is quite more complex with 
more bends and turns and even a change in pipe diameter. This is intentional, as to get a more in-depth 
understanding of flow behavior and the challenges faced when this is to be simulated. 
When the rig was finally erected it was filled with water, roughly 35 liters. Afterwards, two different 
concentrations of CMC (Carboxy-Methyl-Cellulose) were studied, 1g/l and 10g/l respectively. Two 
different sets of experiments were conducted in the flow rig, namely the gas kick experiment and the 
pure U-tube experiment. 
The basis of the gas kick experiments was to keep a static gas-pocket in one of the rising pipes, and then 
to apply hydrostatic pressure on the gas from the other pipe. This caused the gas to oscillate like a 
loaded spring before the volume and the pressure equalized. 
The basis for the pure U-tube experiments was to create a liquid height difference between the two 
risers before the fluid was set in motion. The liquid oscillated back and forth until the energy in the 
system is dissipated. 
The oscillation frequency is mainly connected to mass inertia and to gas compressibility, while amplitude 
decay can be related to liquid viscosity via friction. This oscillation was then studied and replicated in a 
Matlab simulation. Other authors such as Park14 and Ogawa15 also suggest the use of U-tube oscillations 
to measure rheological parameters. 
The flow rig was also modeled with the software “Google Sketchup 3skeng” (3skeng was an engineering 
add-on). Quite some time and effort went into the making of this 3D model, especially since everything 
was done from scratch, nothing was known of modeling beforehand. This model is shown in Fig.21. 
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Figure 21: 3D model of the flow rig, created by Kim Flatråker using Google Sketchup. 
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4.3.1 Gas Kick Experiments 
 
4.3.1.1 Initial setup for the Gas kick scenario 
In order to keep the experiments comparable, they were all executed in the same manner. The setup is 
shown in Fig.22 in four simple steps. 
 
A) A predefined amount of gas is introduced in the left pipe (i.d. 4cm) under the closed valve. The gas is 
trapped, creating a pocket. The valve in the right pipe (i.d. 8cm) is open as to allow the gas to displace 
fluid up the right pipe, creating a height differential between the two columns.  
 
B) The right valve is then closed off, ensuring that the gas bubble still contains its volume and pressure. 
The overpressure under the valves is then bled off using a drainage hose located at the bottom. The 
bubble is allowed to expand while its pressure decreases to atmospheric pressure.  
C) The drained fluid is poured back on top of the right pipe, increasing the height difference further. The 
hydrostatic pressure above the right valve is obviously higher than the pressure within the gas bubble. 
Mass conservation of the system dictates that if the right valve were to open, the system would return 
to its exact initial state.  
D) The experiment is executed by opening the right valve. This will cause the gas bubble to compress 
and decompress in an oscillatory motion until pressure equilibrium is reached. It is this process of fluid 
motion we aim to study. The gas bubble has a huge damping effect and after roughly 10 seconds, the 
system is at rest. 
 
Figure 22:  Shows how the experimental setup of the flow-rig. Created by Kim Flatråker using Google Sketchup. 
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This is the default setup for all the experiments. 
Pressure sensors and high-speed camera were used to record the observations. 
4.3.1.2 Gas kick experiment with Water 
While the rig was water-filled, the experiments were conducted according to the described procedure. 
The volume of the pressurized gas pocket was 365 ml. When the two valves were closed and the 
pressure decreased, the gas pocket increased to 536 ml, now in standard conditions of 1 bar and 15°C.  
Fig.23 shows the transient oscillation of pressure vs. time. Pressure is given in gauge, relative to the 
ambient atmospheric pressure. 
 
Figure 23: Water experiment:                                                   Figure 24: FFT Analysis, converting time into frequency. 
Pressure oscillations of gas with time. 
At the moment the 8cm i.d valve is opened the computer software “Labview”, which records the 
pressure, is started. The initial pressure at in the gas is 0mbar (gauge). The pressure rapidly increases as 
the hydrostatic pressure propagates through the system. This propagation is not instant due to inertia. 
The maximum pressure of 334mbar is reached after 2.8 seconds. After rapid oscillation cycles, the 
pressure reaches equilibrium at 329mbar after roughly 10 seconds. 
A Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm was applied to the pressure recordings in order to determine 
the oscillation frequency and is shown in Fig.24. The dominant frequency was 2.33 Hz, which coincides 
with the high speed video recordings. Another peak was seen at 20 Hz. This is connected to the update 
time of the pressure sensors. In the magnified pressure plot in Fig.23, this is clearly demonstrated by the 
jagged pressure behavior. This, however, should not be associated with the digital pressure resolution of 
the sensors (0.7mbar), nor with unwanted interference in the form of ambient electromagnetic “noise”. 
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In Fig.25, instantaneous images from the gas-liquid interface are shown as it passes the equilibrium 
level. The images were taken from the first oscillation cycle. Notice the time difference between the 
video images and the pressure recordings. They were both initiated at the same time. The first 
oscillation cycle starts at 0.219 seconds according to the video images, and at 1.4 seconds according to 
the pressure recordings. This is nothing but a time delay caused by human error. Investigation of the 
pressure recordings reveals that the pressure is a constant zero for 1 second before it suddenly rises, 
indicating that the program was started before the valve was opened. 
Figure 25: Depicts the first oscillation cycle of the water experiment. 
A - 219ms) Interface as it passes the equilibrium line upwards.  
B - 296ms) As the interface comes to rest, the core continues to rise.  
C - 331ms) The liquid core reaches its maximum point and starts to decend.  
D - 357ms) The distance between the interior core and the exterior wall increases further. The interface 
now crosses the equilibrium line, draining downwards. 
Notice that the duration of the first cycle is only roughly 0.28 seconds long. Also, the interface reaches a 
maximum level of 55mm above the equilibrium line before the liquid starts to drain downwards. 
Another interesting tidbit of information is how this relates what Uchida4 found when studying 
oscillating flow in horizontal pipes. The effect of viscosity applies in the region close to the pipe wall first, 
and due to inertia some time passes before the center is affected. This causes the lagging of the 
pressure gradient vs. the velocity profile. 
Since the following experiments on the CMC share many similarities with the water experiment, only the 
differences are highlighted. This is done to prevent any unwanted repetition of the same information 
three times over. 
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4.3.1.3 Gas kick experiment with 1g/l CMC 
While the rig was filled with a CMC concentration of 1g/l, experiments were conducted with accordance 
to the described procedure. The initial volume of the injected gas bubble was 364 ml, and after the two 
main valves were closed and the pressure released to atmospheric pressure it became 534ml.  
Fig.26 shows the transient oscillation of pressure vs. time. Pressure is given in gauge, relative to the 
ambient atmospheric pressure. 
 
Figure 26: 1g/l CMC experiment:                               Figure 27:FFT Analysis, converting time into frequency. 
Pressure oscillations of gas with time. 
The experiment starts with the opening of the 8cm i.d valve. The initial pressure is 0mbar and reaches its 
maximum of 366mbar after 1.8 seconds. After the pressure oscillations subside and equilibrium is 
reached, the pressure is 360mbar, which is the hydrostatic weight of the overlaying fluid column. The 
system is at rest after roughly 7-8 seconds. 
The same FFT analysis (Fig.27) was applied in this experiment, the results was the same as for the water 
experiments. The dominant oscillation frequency was 2.33 Hz, meaning an average of 2.33 cycles each 
passing second. This is consistent with what is observed in the video images. 
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It is quite obvious from the video images provided in Fig.28 that the 1g/l CMC has a higher viscosity than 
water. The question is, by how much? In the light of the rheological shear test performed, the shear rate 
is in the shear thinning range, and have yet to reach the infinite-shear plateau. At higher shear rates, the 
liquid becomes less viscous and would behave more closely to water. 
Figure 28: Depicts the first oscillation cycle of the 1g/l CMC experiment. 
A - 492ms) Interface as it passes the equilibrium line upwards.  
B - 560ms) As the interface comes to rest, the core continues to rise.  
C - 596ms) The liquid core reaches its maximum point and starts to decend.  
D - 623ms) The distance between the interior core and the exterior wall increases further. The interface 
now crosses the equilibrium line, draining downwards. 
The maximum level of the interface is in this case reaches 35mm above the equilibrium line. The liquid 
Stalagmite is also much less distinct here compared to the one in the water. This is due to the increased 
viscosity.  
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4.3.1.4 Gas kick experiment with 10g/l CMC 
As a final step for the flow rig experiments, the rig was filled with a CMC concentration of 10g/l. The 
experiments were conducted according to the described procedure. The initial gas bobble had a volume 
of 363ml, and after pressure release it expanded to 564ml. Fig.29 shows the transient oscillation of 
pressure vs. time. Pressure is given in gauge, relative to the ambient atmospheric pressure. 
 
Figure 29: 10g/l CMC experiment:                               Figure 30: FFT Analysis, converting time into frequency. 
Pressure oscillations of gas with time. 
As the 8cm i.id valve is opened, initiating the experiment, the initial pressure of 0mbar (gauge) rises to 
its maximum of 377mbar after 2.5 seconds. As the oscillation subsides, equilibrium is reached after 
roughly 7 seconds. The equilibrium pressure is 368mbar. 
From the FFT Analysis in Fig.30, the predominant frequency is shown to be 2.25 Hz. This is then lower 
than the other fluids at 2.33 Hz, which is to be expected. Viscosity will affect the number of oscillation 
cycles per unit of time. As seen in the rheological experiments, the 10 g/l CMC is a more viscous fluid, 
even at the higher shear-rates (infinite-shear).  
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From the video images in Fig.31 it is clearly visible that this CMC concentration is more resistant towards 
compared to water.  
Figure 31: Depicts the first oscillation cycle of the 10g/l CMC experiment. 
A - 308ms) Interface as it passes the equilibrium line upwards.  
B - 373ms) As the interface comes to rest, the core continues to rise.  
C - 402ms) The liquid core reaches its maximum point and starts to decend.  
D - 438ms) The distance between the interior core and the exterior wall increases further. The interface 
now crosses the equilibrium line, draining downwards. 
The maximum level of level of the interface, in this case, only reaches 25mm above the equilibrium line, 
all due to viscosity. The system still shows the properties described by Uchida4. 
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4.3.1.5 PIV Analysis  
Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) was also used to complement the pressure- and video recordings. 
Copolymide tracer particles (“Griltex”, delivered by EMS-Chemie AG) were added to the liquid in order to 
visualize the movement of the flow, thus revealing its velocity profile. An open source Matlab program 
(MatPIV, Sveen16) was utilized to perform two-dimentional cross correlation of the particle movement 
between two images taken at short intervals (Δt = 2ms). In Fig.32 is shown frame 799 with the 
calculated velocity profile inserted. The frame time is 1596 ms. This is 1126ms after start, and 
corresponds to the third oscillation cycle, similar to those seen in the figure above. The PIV images (8800 
total) are recorded with image centre at the initial interface position, where the two valves are closed 
and the gas bubble is as standard conditions. This level is 13 cm below the equilibrium level. Thus the 
PIV analysis captures flow details slightly below the interface during the oscillations. From the analysis, 
the fluid velocity is determined to be between 1-2ms, which might be enough to put the flow in a 
turbulent state. 
PIV analysis was only applied in the water experiments, but due to the similarity of the experiments, it is 
safe to assume that the same results would be found in both the CMC experiments as well. The goal for 
the PIV analysis is to obtain the velocity-profile, which is important with regards to the friction found in 
the system. 
   
Figure 32: Velocity profile acquired through PIV. Water experiment 
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4.3.2 Pure U-Tube Oscillations 
In order to get a better understanding of the flow friction in the rig, another experiment was conducted. 
This experiment differs from the previous one in the respect that this one omits the gas bubble. The gas 
bubble causes a lot of complexity when the flow behavior is to be simulated, and by omitting it, 
uncertainties like gas compressibility are circumvented. 
The principle for this experiment is to drain 100ml liquid from the left pipe, and to add it to the right 
pipe. This creates a height difference (of 200ml) between the hydrostatic columns. When the right valve 
is opened, the system will start to flow and eventually reach equilibrium through energy dissipation in 
the form of friction. 
The pure U-tube oscillation experiments contains test on water and 10g/l CMC. They were both 
executed in the same manner, as described below. 
 
Figure 33: Shows the three steps of the Pure U-tube setup. Made in Google Sketchup by Kim Flatråker. 
A) The right valve is closed while the left valve is kept open. 100 ml fluid is extracted through the 
drainage hose at the bottom of the rig. This will cause the level in the left pipe to drop 8cm. 
 
B) The drained fluid is then poured back into the system in the right pipe, increasing the height 
difference further. There is now a 200 ml difference between the left and right pipe. 
 
C) The right valve is opened, ensuring communication in the whole system. The fluid is set in an 
oscillatory motion where friction loss is the main parameter causing the system to reach 
equilibrium.  
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4.3.2.1 Pure U-tube Oscillations with Water 
 
 
Figure 34: Shows the oscillation cycles of water in the pure U-tube. 
Video images from the pure U-tube experiment are provided in Fig.34. The camera is directed at the left 
pipe, and only captures the oscillatory flow of the left liquid column. Do remember that the flow 
alternates up and down between the left and right pipe respectively. Three reference lines are drawn on 
the pipe. The middle one is the equilibrium line, whereas the line below shows the drained volume of 
100ml which reduces the level by 8cm. The same line was also added 8cm above the equilibrium line. In 
a perfectly harmonic system, without any friction loss, the liquid level would have reached this line and 
would continue oscillating between these 8-cm lines indefinitely.   
A) The liquid level at the start of the experiment. 8 cm below the equilibrium line. 
 
B) 2.85seconds after the valve is opened, the liquid level reaches its maximum. Continuous piston-
like fluid displacement. 
 
C) The first oscillation cycle comes to an end after 5.2seconds. Notice that the liquid does not reach 
the 8cm line. 
 
D) The system uses a long time in order to reach equilibrium. After 1min and 40seconds, small 
fluctuations are still visible on the interface. 
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In order to get a more accurate measurement of the pressure fluctuations in the flow rig during the U-
tube oscillations, a third pressure sensor was installed. It is shown in Fig.35, and records the differential 
pressure between the valve and the bottom. 
 
Figure 35: Shows the installation of the pressure sensor which records the pressure difference between the pressure at the valve 
and at the bottom. Created by Kim Flatråker using Google Sketchup. 
An Interfase detection algorithm was written by Rune Time in Matlab. The algoritm uses a pixel intensity 
contrast in order to determine the location of the interfase from the video images. 10,000 images were 
analyzed and the variation in interfase height was plotted, as shown in Fig.36.  
 
   Figure 36: Shows the variation in interfase height vs. time.  
From the plot, there are 10 oscillation periods after 48.45seconds have elapsed. This equals a frequency 
of 0.206Hz.This height plot is further complimented by the pressure sensors, which plot the variation in 
hydrostatic pressure. An FFT analysis was performed, and the dominant frequency was 0.208Hz, which 
coincides with the frequency found in the interface height variation plot. 
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Figure 37: Shows the pressure variation with time. It also shows the frequency obtained through an FFT analysis. 
In Fig.37, a curve-fit was applied to the pressure measurements. This yields information on the frictional 
pressure gradient ΔP, which is important for the numerical simulator, but will not be discussed in further 
detail here. 
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4.3.2.2 Pure U-tube Oscillations with 10g/l CMC 
 
 
Figure 38: Shows the oscillation cycle of 10g/l CMC in the pure U-tube. 
Video images from the pure U-tube with 10g/l CMC experiment are provided in Fig.38. Reference lines 
are also added to this experiment, although a close inspection reveals that they are 9.5cm above and 
below the equilibrium line. This is actually due to an error that occurred when the left pipe was being 
drained of 100ml. Some of the volume got “trapped” in the drainage hose, resulting in more liquid 
drained. 
A) The liquid level at the start of the experiment. 
 
B) The maximum liquid level is reached after 2.75seconds after the experiment is initiated. The 
CMC also exhibits continuous piston-like displacement. 
 
C) The minimum level is reached after 5 seconds. 
 
D) After 50 seconds the equilibrium is almost reached, although some movement is still visible. 
Notice that the level does not stop at the designated line, but almost a centimeter below. 
This is because a bit more than 100 ml was extracted from the system. One centimeter 
equals 12ml. 
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The same interface detection algorithm was applied to the 10g/l CMC experiment. The variation of the 
interface height is shown in Fig.39. 
 
Figure 39: Shows the height of the interface varying with time. 
During the initial 25 seconds of the experiment, 5 periods are visible in Fig 39. This equals a frequency of 
0.200Hz. This coincides with the images shown in Fig.38, where the first oscillation cycle ended after 5 
seconds. 
The delta-pressure sensor was unfortunately not present at the 10g/l experiment. From the water 
experiments, however, the delta-pressure sensor gave the same results as found by the interface 
detection algorithm. There is therefore no reason to suspect that anything would be different in the 
case of 10g/l CMC had the sensor been available. 
Note that the frequencies for both experiments are similar. The only difference is the viscous damping, 
which is much greater in the case of the CMC. This shows, once again, that when the viscosity is altered 
in any way, it will have a huge impact on the damping of the system.  
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5. MATHEMATICAL NUMERICAL SIMULATOR 
After the experimental work, a numerical simulator of the flow rig was to be made using Matlab. This 
proved to be quite the task. With little-to-no training or experience with this software, several weeks 
went by with little progress and no results. Professor Rune Time18 agreed that he would provide a 
helping hand. The following is taken from his paper on the subject. 
In order to compare the experiments with theory beyond the analytical solutions in the (4) and (5) it was 
necessary to write a numerical simulator to include some of the many parameters which influences the 
behavior of the flow. A Matlab program was written to include geometry of the flow facility as well as 
the time-varying liquid level. It includes the gas-pocket compression and fluid friction. The program is 
simulating a set of time-dependent second order nonlinear equations. 
It is based on a version of Newton’s second law and mass conservation for gas and liquid. Written in a 
highly symbolic way, it is analogous to the undriven damped oscillator with the equation of motion; 
𝑚?̈? +  𝑐?̇? + 𝑚𝑔𝑥 + 𝑘𝑥 = 0      (9) 
Where m is the liquid mass, x is displacement. The gas compression is described by using k as an 
elasticity-constant, c is connected to liquid viscosity.  
 𝑚?̈? is connected to Acceleration 
 𝑐?̇? is connected to Viscous damping 
 𝑚𝑔𝑥 is connected to Hydrostatic pressure / head 
 𝑘𝑥 is connected to Gas compressibility (Does not apply for the Pure U-tube) 
The simulator includes the geometrical features of each section, the fluid properties and friction 
calculations. The compression of the gas bubble follows the equation of state for air, and has an option 
for simulating both isothermal and adiabatic compression. 
There is no periodic external driving force except for the time-varying hydrostatic pressure difference. 
The acceleration is connected to the fraction of total mass in the two parts with different pipe 
diameters. The damping factor is wall friction together with so-called “singular pressure drops” in bends, 
expansions and valves. The solution procedure is to split the movement from start to end into small 
time-steps (1ms intervals) and solve for kinematics and dynamics. 
Initially the acceleration is calculated. This is essentially bases on the net hydrostatic driving force, minus 
the friction forces. The net hydrostatic force is derived from the liquid level differences. Acceleration is 
calculated by dividing the sum of forces by the liquid mass. The acceleration and velocity in the two 
parts with different diameters are different, but are linked by the continuity equation. The speed and 
acceleration in the small left pipe is four times greater than in the right large pipe, since the diameter 
ratio equals two. After the acceleration has been found, the velocity is calculated based on the velocity 
at the previous time-step. Finally the position of the interfaces is updated based on the position at the 
previous time-step with the additional movement due to velocity and acceleration in the new time-step. 
All calculations are thus done in accordance with standard classical kinematics. Provided the time-steps 
are small enough the error in assuming constant acceleration is small.  
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Since the time-steps were so small, no special integration technique was needed, like e.g. Runge-Kutta 
or similar. In Fig.40, the simulated results from the flow experiment with water and a gas bubble are 
shown.  
  
Figure 40: Numerical simulator of bubble pressure vs. time. The FFT analysis predicts a higher oscillation frequency than what is 
found in the experiments. 
The simulator gives an oscillation frequency of 2.50Hz, which is higher than the 2.33Hz found from the 
experiments. 
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In Fig.41, the simulated results from the pure U-tube experiments are shown. 
 
 
Figure 41: shows the simulated results from water and CMC respectively. Their FFT analysis is also given. 
The oscillation frequency given by the simulator is 0.2667Hz in both cases, which are higher than the 
0.210Hz found from the experiments. 
The numerical simulations seem to overestimate the oscillation frequency slightly, at the same time as 
the initial damping is too low. For the classical damped harmonic oscillator it is well known that the 
friction term also impacts the oscillation frequency. The friction has been calculated using the standard 
pipe flow formulas for steady laminar and turbulent flow. However, all the experiments show similar 
results, that the frictional damping is much higher than predicted by simulation. In fact, during the initial 
transient, the turbulent friction factor in the simulations for the first two seconds had to be multiplied 
by a factor of 15 in order to dampen the initial oscillation of the to a level which was comparable to the 
gas kick experiments. However, there have been discussions, as in Manero et al17, that oscillatory 
motion of non-Newtonian fluids might increase the flow-rate for certain pressure gradients. Time18. 
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6. RESULTS - DISCUSSION 
In the case of the experiment with a gas bubble in the flow rig, it is observed that when the valve is 
suddenly opened, the liquid will rise in the small pipe with a plug-like flow profile. As the interface 
passes the equilibrium level, the pressure is similar in both pipes. There is therefore no net driving 
pressure or pressure gradient in this situation. However, as the liquid rises and the pressure gradient 
plummets, the flow profile will change. The flow closest to the pipe wall will start to reverse and drain 
back downwards. Mass inertia causes a delay where the fluid closest to the wall drains whereas the 
liquid center / core remains static, with zero velocity profile. This is visible in the video images. The static 
core was coined a “Stalagmite” by Time et al18. The physics behind this phenomenon is somewhat 
similar to a pendulum in motion. When a pendulum is at its lowest point (closest to the ground) its 
velocity is at a maximum. When it reaches a horizontal position, its velocity is zero. All this at the 
expense of the potential energy associated with the movement, high potential energy equals low kinetic 
energy, and low potential energy equals high kinetic energy. In the flow rig, the velocity is closely related 
to the pressure gradient in the same manner. The oscillation found in the pipes seems to coincide with 
the discoveries made by Uchida4. 
The most noticeable difference between the entrapped gas experiment and the pure U-tube experiment 
is the damping. The frequency of U-tube oscillations with an entrapped gas pocket was more than 10 
times higher than for the pure U-tube oscillations. 
From the PIV analysis, the velocity of the fluid is found to be between 1-2 m/s. This is quite high and 
may well put the system in to a turbulent state. With turbulence, the steady-state model used by the 
simulator is well out of its boundary and does not handle the complexity this entails. 
When it comes to the numerical simulator, it is observed that it is not able to correctly describe the 
damping found in the experiments, despite being mathematically sustainable. Thus it is concluded that 
for oscillatory flow, the normal way of calculating pressure drop may not be suitable for unsteady flows. 
The numerical model is based on a steady state flow, and this should hold true on both Newtonian and 
non-Newtonian fluids with or without the gas bubble. A solution to this predicament may be to discard 
the steady-state model and opt to calculate the friction factors and pressure drops using a more 
comprehensive models such as those described in Metzners et al19 or Pilehvari et al20. The use of these 
advanced models however, may cause even more uncertainties in the form of unknown parameters. 
The rheological experiments show that the CMC is a viscoelastic liquid. It does not exhibit any strong 
gelling properties, and the dominating attribute is the viscous one. It is uncertain if the simulator is able 
to properly model the viscoelastic properties of the fluid.  
Observing the high speed video, it is clearly visible that the moving liquid is not radial symmetric. This is 
also supplemented by the PIV measurements. This is geometrically induced by the complexity in the U-
tube. The bends and the crossover will cause the flow to move more quickly in the outer side of the turn 
within the bends. This distorts the flow profile and causes asymmetry, affect the friction and enhance 
shear stress. In the crossover the diameter is changed from an inner diameter of 8cm down to 4cm. This 
change in diameter will cause the liquid to accelerate and lose some of its pressure (as seen in a Venturi 
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nozzle). It is unknown how much this affects the overall system, but a closer investigation with the use 
of PIV would be interesting. 
Overall, the comparison between experiments and the numerical model was shown to be more 
complicated than initially predicted or anticipated. The use of only hydrostatic pressure and friction is 
not enough to describe the observations made during the experiments. 
7. CONCLUSION 
The purpose of this thesis was to study rheological parameters as they are transferred from a small scale 
lab-test into a large scale drilling scenario. This was achieved by constructing a medium scale U-tube 
flow rig and studying oscillatory motion of different fluids. The experiments were conducted with the 
intentions of addressing uncertainties in this system. Parameters for both Newtonian and non-
Newtonian liquids were investigated. 
The complexity of the system and all the uncertain- and often unknown parameters- combined makes 
the simulation task very difficult. Parameters like flow-dynamics, heat dissipation in the gas-bubble, 
friction factors, pipe geometry, particles (“cuttings”) and compressibility and viscoelasticity of the fluid 
have great impact on the rheology. Even though the rheological properties of a fluid are accurately 
determined, the overall flow dynamics and friction aspects of a complex system are hard to simulate. 
The effect of rheological parameters on the flow behavior is not straightforward. The experiments show 
that the most significant effect of fluid rheology in oscillations is on the damping.  
This thesis is a part of a greater project here in the lab, and may well have triggered more questions 
than it answers. For example; why is the damping effect greater in the system than theory would 
predict? What is the actual friction factor and pressure loss in the bends and at the crossover? To get a 
better understanding of pressure loss and flow behavior in the flow rig, future work could be to divide 
the system into smaller segments and to study these segments separately with the use of PIV and 
pressure sensors. 
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9. APPENDIX 
The following is only excerpts of the allocated files provided on the CD of this thesis. The sheer size of 
the data files are simply too great to be presented in the form of tables. 
 
Appendix 1: Excerpt from the Numerical Simulator part 1. 
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Appendix 2: Excerpt from the Numerical Simulator part 2. 
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Appendix 3: Excerpt of the Post-processing code used to analyze the Excel Data. “oscillering” 
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Appendix 4: Excerpt of the data from “Gas Kick experiment with Water.”    
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Appendix 5: Excerpt of the data from “Gas Kick Experiment with 1g-l CMC.” 
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Appendix 6: Excerpt of the data from “Gas Kick Experiment with 10g-l CMC.”  
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Appendix 7: Excerpt of the data from “Pure U-Tube with Water” 
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Appendix 8: Excerpt of the data from “Pure U-Tube with 10g-l CMC” 
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Appendix 9: Excerpt of the data from “Rotational Shear Tests of CMC” 
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Appendix 10: Excerpt of the data from “Amplitude Sweep Oscillation Tests of CMC” 
